STRAITVARIUS

DREAMSPACE

CHASING SHADOWS 10
4TH REICH 27
EYES OF THE WORLD 39
HOLD ON TO YOUR DREAM 51
MAGIC CARPET RIDE 65
WE ARE THE FUTURE 79
TEARS OF ICE 104
DREAMSPACE 109
REIGN OF TERROR 126
THIN ICE 139
ATLANTIS 148
ABYSS 152
SHATTERED 166
WINGS OF TOMORROW 183
I have been sailing across the

Harder you try to fix things in
Vocal

Oceans Flying across the blue sky
Your life Faster you know it's in vain

Without never finding the answer
Searching for living from strangest places Nothing is
to question why left but the (pain

Just

when you think
ows chasing shadows

all your life
Sign of the times and writings on the wall
they show me its time has come
Order of a new kind we will all find

stronger than never before
Things are pretty much the same
Let's just press more money
Vocal

Like in the year thirty-eight
Don't worry about the inflation
Oh won't we ever learn
We...got to have more weapons to carry on...

This time it's gonna be different
Unemployment and sorrow
Can not be avoided at this point
And let the children but things will be so different
Em

Vocal

sing for the last time

when they are ruling the world

Fourth Reich is rising

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

Kb.

E.B.

TAB

D/P

Drums

S 1.2:

[G]

D/E Em D/E to C N.C.

can't you see the signs

(D.S.1 time) Can't you see the signs

Fourth Reich is rising
Vocal
--- for the last time ---

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

Drums

Vocal
What will be left to our children

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

Kb.

E.B.

TAB

Drums

[| C Am Em7]
Fourth Reich is rising
star - ing at me —— It makes me feel so strange
And who is to take the food

why won't they just leave me be
a-way from the children's hand We all could be friends now
So take a look in the mir - ror
and maybe you'll see
and it's not a crime

All the things that happened
But we have to be quick now

while you were looking at me
because we don't have much time

Am I
Are we
is it so hard to see now?
you are no different to me

In the Eyes of the World

is it so hard to see now?

In the
Eyes of the World

eyou are no different to me

In the Eyes of the World

is it so hard

Fade Out
Since you were born pushed into a
Day at the school teacher's
corner. And left all alone.
You're mobbed as a rule.
told what to

E.G.1

TAB

E.G.2

TAB

Kb.

E.B.

TAB

Drums

Vocal

do O.

T. V. Your
boy folks
are a way

be just like

trapped
ev - ery - one else those fools
in - side this house you must stay

E.G.1

TAB

E.G.2

TAB

Kb.

E.B.

TAB

Drums

Vocal

D G D | C

Home Now
it's time for you to move on

Leave the shadows of your past
Don't let them haunt you forever.

Hold on to your...
Dream somewhere there's a beam of hope which is

guiding your way through the dark This is your
Em
C
G

chance your love, your romance

Hold on to

G
D
B/D♯
C

your dream and never give up in your life.
Coda 2.
B7/D♭

Vocal

up Hold on to your dream somewhere there's a

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

Kb.

E.B.

TAB

Drums

Vocal

beam of hope which is guiding your way through the dark

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

Kb.

E.B.

TAB

Drums
This is your chance your love, your romance

Hold on to your dream and never give up
far away places where you've never been to the
mountains and forests. We're flying over them.

orient lands now.
Don't you be afraid, just take my hand. As we race with four winds.
Welcome to the land of mystery

Welcome to the land of secrets
This is no ancient history

We are flying through the gates of
Al-lah is speaking us all with his mighty voice

This magic carpet ride is not a dream to us

Bow ing to his power as we go down

It's really happening as we go down
This is no dream at all.
Wel-come to the land of se

This is no an cient his
wrong
- ing
- signs

with a
- zone

man
- de

lay er

man
- how

your

D.S. time 2x

Simile 4 bars

Dm

E.G. 1

TAB

H M
H M H

E.G. 2

TAB

H M H

Kb.

E.B.

TAB

Drums

Vocal

Bb

E.G. 1

TAB

H M

E.G. 2

TAB

H M

Kb.

E.B.

TAB

Drums

Simile 4 bars

Simile 4 bars

Simile 4 bars

Simile 4 bars

Simile 4 bars

Simile 4 bars

Simile 4 bars

Simile 4 bars

Simile 4 bars
Now it's time to stop this
Vocal

madness

Preventing increasing sadness

E.G. 1
Arpeggio

TAB

E.G. 2
Arpeggio

TAB

Kb.

Let's put an end to all this while we can

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

Kb.

Drums

Simile 4 bars
Vocal
us
us
we are the future
we are the future

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

Kb.

E.B.

TAB

Drums

Vocal

C

Dm

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

Kb.

E.B.

TAB

Drums

Lead
Lead
us
us

Lead
us
us

Lead
us
us

Drums
into the better world now

Show us the way to real
F

-ty injust -ice is all No more

E.G.1

TAB

E.G.2

TAB

Kb.

E.B.

TAB

Drums

Vocal

Gm


C


in - just - ice or cru - el - ty
E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

Kb.

E.B.

TAB

Drums

Vocal

Bm

Em

Fast, End, fast end, stop end this of
course now Last, last or
our time Time we

won't pre last Past stop liv
priorious time Crime, crime ing a

D₃dim Em

D₃dim

Drums
in the past or you will die
against mankind we have to pay

In the course of mad destruction there'll be no coming back
Take a look into the sky it may be your last time
The nuclear end is in sight
soon there will be no one to fight

The complete end is in sight
soon there will

(Orchestra Hit)
cruelty now

is all gone
Vocal

thing I feel now is pain

Tears of pain

[EG1]

E Gm Gm(#5) Gm

[EG2]

E Gm Gm(#5) Gm

[EB]

(E only)

Drums

812. (D.S.2 time Fade out)

Vocal

Baby you should see what you did to me now I am crying tears of
Baby you should feel like I felt in those days

now I am crying tears of ice.
Looking back through time to my childhood days

used to have a place where I could escape reality

But
Lately things have been so difficult for me

Try ing to reach for the light in the fall of dark
Waiting watch back to my dreams

Vocal

(Waiting)

(A. Gl. 1. Arpeggio)

(E. Gl. 1.)

(Kb.)

(E. B.)

(Drums)

(N. C.)

Drums

(A. Gl. 2. Arpeggio)

(TAB)

(A. Gl. 2.)

(TAB)

(N. C.)

Drums

(TAB)

(TAB)

(TAB)
Vocal

Soon the things will

E.G.1

TAB

E.G.2

TAB

Kb.

E.B.

TAB

Drums

D

be all right when I get there

Ah

Vocal

Em G/E F/E D/E Em G/E
I love you.

Ha, ha, ha,
Am\(^{6}(13)\)

Am\(^{9}(13)\)

Am I safe in here.
nothing left to fear.

Drums
I will close my eyes
and float away with stream.

Vocal

I will close my eyes
and float away with stream.

E.G. 1

Simile 4 bars

E.G. 2

Simile 4 bars

Kb.

Simile 4 bars

E.B.

Simile 4 bars

Drums

Simile 4 bars

A

Bb

A

Bb

1x only

1x only

1x only
Vocal

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

Kb.

E.B.

TAB

Drums

Vocal

Wan___der___ing
No___sighs
ber___e
in___ this
light
any

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

Kb.

E.B.

TAB

Drums
where I am going insane

deternal darkness
Now I am leaving this life

No hope left I want to die
What the hell is going on
Everything costs so much nowadays

Jumpers making music that sells gold
Individuals vanish in the haze
There's no talent in this game hunting saving
Entertainment for the masses saving

N.C. G N.C.
hunting for the fame
saving your own excess

(Synth. Brass)
Publicity is all you need
Rats are leaving sinking ship
That's why it feels to me
Still it feels to me

Like Reign of Terror
Ah
What the hell is going on

[Music notation with lyrics: "What the hell is going on"]
ev­ery­thing is up­side down... Hun­t­ing hun­t­ing for the fame...

ter­ror ter­ror ev­ery­­where.
I'm walking
mirror

thin ice
despair

Lyin'

In the closet

(B7/E)
Vocal

paralyzed
I smell death

There's

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

Kb.

E.B.

TAB

Drums

Synth. Random 1x only

Vocal

Stay dying

there a lone

in my bed

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

Kb.

E.B.

TAB

Drums

Simple 4 bars

Triangle 1x only
Vocal

Reaching
I've finally

lost my

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

Kb.

E.B.

TAB

Drums

2x

(Triangle - 1x only)

Synth Randm - 1x only

unknown head

Vocal

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

Kb.

E.B.

TAB

Drums

Synth Randm - 1x tacet

(B7(11))

Tom - 1x tacet

D

C6(5)
Ah, ah, ah

In the
ABYSS

Words and Music by Timo Tolkki

Vocal

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

Kb.

E.B.

TAB

Drums

Cm

Gm

Em

[TAB content]

3 times Repeat
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Authorized for sale only in Japan
I'm out on the open sea, the wind is embracing me.
A morning of no recall, no memory, nothing at all.

I'm watching the setting sun,
The sun is blinding my eyes.
Far far away from you there's not much that I could do
The pain I feel in my head I think I'll go back to bed

Do you know what's the only way for
Or should I have just one more

Cadd9

Em7
In to the depths I fall

Into the unknown darkness I go
Vocal

E.G. 1

E.G. 2

Tab

Kb.

E.B.

Drums

N.C.  Em

Down.
Down.
down
down.

(Gr.3, 1x only)
(Arm)

N.C.  Em

1.

Em

2.

N.C.  Em

down

down

falling

into the Abyss
I worked so hard, to get my aim.
I'm dressed to kill, and ready to score.
Pulled out wrong card
Third pain pill
is this my last
and there's no same

Too fast too soon
I can't break out
you know it takes time
out of these walls.
Vocal

Hast - y deeds - spoilt the chanc es of mine
Walls that some times - the skull is called

E.G. 1

E.B.

Synth - In tacot

Drums

Vocal

I'm burn - ing in - side out - side seems all
right
Try not to think about it

much It's hard to say when I will
play again

Shattered shattered my hands are
Vocal

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

Kb.

E.B.

TAB

Drums

Vocal

Dadd9

Explosion

White Noise

New winds are blowing over the
world... can you feel it... Message is spreading among all the people...

Future is calling...

Still mankind is falling...
If you want to have a look in future world, if you have an open mind now

Chorus A come join our world

it is your turn, come join our forces to this trip on the Wings of To

Drums

Vocal

E.G. 1

TAB

E.G. 2

TAB

Kb.

E.B.

TAB

Drums
could be free from all this hate
There would be no

borders no laws of any kind